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View Message History 

Eva13:09 
Hi,ch1214775731wdwg, welcome to AliExpress.com! 
ch1214775731wdwg13:09 
How do I get a refund by credit card or debit card? 

 
Khaleesi13:09 
Hello,I am a service consultant Khaleesi 

 
Khaleesi13:09 
Hi! Thank you for contacting AliExpress Payment & Refund Department. 
I am Khaleesi. May I please have your name and how can I help you 
today? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:10 
hello 
ch1214775731wdwg13:10 
I am new here 

 
Khaleesi13:10 
Hello there . It's nice to meet you! 

 
Khaleesi13:10 
Oh okay okay 
ch1214775731wdwg13:10 

 
 

Khaleesi13:10 
Welcome! 



 
Khaleesi13:10 
What seems to be the problem, dear? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:10 
no response from the seller for the refund after the email from Aliexpress 
ch1214775731wdwg13:11 
Can you read the JPG 

 
Khaleesi13:11 
Oh okay okay 

 
Khaleesi13:11 
Thank you for that information. Let me verify the details in our system. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:11 
ok 

 
Khaleesi13:12 
Thank you! 
ch1214775731wdwg13:12 
i am here waiting 

 
Khaleesi13:12 
Dear customer, as I see here your dispute was already ended and there 
is no refund yet on your record. 

 
Khaleesi13:12 
I suggest you to negotiate with our related team Aliexpress. I can 
transfer you to them directly. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:12 
ok 

 
Savaigne13:12 
Hello,I am a service consultant Savaigne 

 
Savaigne13:12 



Thank you for contacting AliExpress. My name is Savaigne. I am your 
service representative. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:13 
hello savigne, can you read the jpg that i send before 

 
Savaigne13:13 
Hello my dear customer.:) 

 
Savaigne13:13 
Sure dear. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:13 

 
 

Savaigne13:13 
Thanks. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:13 
no response from the seller for the refund after the email from Aliexpress 

 
Savaigne13:13 
I see. 

 
Savaigne13:13 
Is this the order you are referring 75965652749708? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:14 
still waiting for the refund as the product is defective 

 
Savaigne13:14 
I understand. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:14 
��� 75965652749708 

 
Savaigne13:14 
Please trust me I will do my best to resolved that. 

 
Savaigne13:14 
Allow me to verify that in my resources, please give me two to three 
minutes to check it? 



ch1214775731wdwg13:14 
there has been 3 reminders to the seller 

 
Savaigne13:14 
I see dear. 

 
Savaigne13:15 
I will do check it for you. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:16 

 
 

Savaigne13:16 
Thanks. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:16 
another reminder 

 
Savaigne13:16 
I see. 

 
Savaigne13:17 
Thank you for patiently waiting. 

 
Savaigne13:17 
I am seeing here that the dispute is already finished on 2016-07-26 
ch1214775731wdwg13:17 

 
 

Savaigne13:18 
Thank you. 

 
Savaigne13:18 
Since the item is not working. 

 
Savaigne13:18 
May I ask if you already contact the seller about this? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:19 



aliexpress told me that they will send the reminder at TOP URGENT to 
him 

 
Savaigne13:19 
Hello dear? 

 
Savaigne13:19 
I see dear. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:19 
has been done 3 times now without any refund on my credit card 

 
Savaigne13:19 
You mean the seller still not yet cooperate? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:20 
correct no answer after three reminders from Aliexpress to give refund 

 
Savaigne13:20 
I understand. 

 
Savaigne13:20 
You mean the seller not promise you something? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:20 
So how can i get refund? 

 
Savaigne13:20 
I will do all the BEST FOR YOU. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:20 
I want refund so that i can buy one from a better seller 

 
Savaigne13:21 
I understand. 

 
Savaigne13:21 
Here's what can I do for you. 

 
Savaigne13:21 



I will make a note regarding your concern. I will contact the seller in an 
efficient way requesting the seller to contact you as soon as possible. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:21 
Give me the refund 

 
Savaigne13:21 
And ask to full refund you as a request? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:21 
it's been done 3 times without a respones 
ch1214775731wdwg13:21 
i do not trust that he will reply to your reminder. 

 
Savaigne13:22 
Oh. You mean my colleague already contact the seller for you? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:22 
yes 
ch1214775731wdwg13:22 
Please do me a refund on the product please 

 
Savaigne13:22 
I understand. 

 
Savaigne13:22 
Since my colleague already contact the seller for you. 

 
Savaigne13:22 
I will do note as a follow up note for this to be resolved as soon as 
possible? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:22 
he does not answer 
ch1214775731wdwg13:23 
what is the procedure 

 
Savaigne13:23 
Thank you for allowing me because I what to resolved it right away. 

 
Savaigne13:23 
May I ask your email address? 



ch1214775731wdwg13:23 
rod_lajoie@hotmail.com 

 
Savaigne13:23 
Perfect! 

 
Savaigne13:23 
Noted: rod_lajoie@hotmail.com 

 
Savaigne13:23 
I believed that the seller will do response within 2-3 business days for 
their action. 

 
Savaigne13:23 
Do you want me to marked this to be "Priority" for you? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:24 
if he did not reply after 3 times, i don't trust that 

 
Savaigne13:24 
Please do allow me to help you. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:24 
so if he does not reply within 2-3 business days, Aliexpress will do the 
refund, i am tired waiting for so long 

 
Savaigne13:25 
I am a long time agent here dear, I already handle this kind of concern 
before. 

 
Savaigne13:25 
Rest assured that I will do all the best action to resolved it since you is a 
valued customer here. 

 
Savaigne13:25 
Because I dont want to loose you. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:25 
what is the procedure from you 

 



Savaigne13:26 
Let me advised this. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:26 
what do you mean? 

 
Savaigne13:26 
I will do note it and ask a support to China. 

 
Savaigne13:26 
For this to be noted and prioritized. Would that be okay? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:27 
what do you mean, i do not understand 

 
Savaigne13:28 
Since my colleague contact the seller. 

 
Savaigne13:28 
Rest assured that the seller will do cooperate, 

 
Savaigne13:28 
I understand that you is doubting regarding what can I do for you. 

 
Savaigne13:28 
However I really need your 1% trust about it. 

 
Savaigne13:28 
I really do everything for you. 

 
Savaigne13:28 
We dont want our buyer to be upset for this kind of inconvenienced. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:29 
What do you mean by "I will do note it and ask a support to China." 

 
Savaigne13:29 
Hello? 

 
Savaigne13:29 



For this concern to be recognized since I know that you already wait it 
for a long time. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:29 
what do you mean by I will do note it and ask a support to China. 

 
Savaigne13:29 
For this concern to be recognized since I know that you already wait it 
for a long time. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:30 
what are you going to do? 

 
Savaigne13:30 
Since I will do note that for you. 

 
Savaigne13:30 
AliExpress takes sellers misbehavior very seriously, and we do not allow 
irresponsible sellers to ruin our reputation. 

 
Savaigne13:30 
Our company works hard to eliminate such sellers. 

 
Savaigne13:30 
If we find something suspicious about the seller and we are able to 
prove this, the sellers account is put on freeze and sometimes even 
closed so that they can no longer do business with AliExpress. 

 
Savaigne13:30 
To us to investigate this situation, you can report the seller's behaviour 
to us via our Complaint Center. Thru this 
link https://report.aliexpress.com/?spm=2114.11010108.1000001.3.XlTf
xp 
ch1214775731wdwg13:31 
yes, but it's an order from my last login 

 
Savaigne13:31 
I understand, 

 
Savaigne13:31 



May I ask if you already try to check the link I provided for you? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:32 
do a report? correct but with option i should use 

 
Savaigne13:32 
Yes I will do guide you. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:33 
i should choose dispute or report? 

 
Savaigne13:33 
Please do choose "Submit a report". 
ch1214775731wdwg13:33 
then 

 
Savaigne13:34 
After that https://report.aliexpress.com/health/reportIndex.htm 
ch1214775731wdwg13:34 
which one to choose 
ch1214775731wdwg13:34 
IPR owner's complaint 
ch1214775731wdwg13:34 
IPR report 

 
Savaigne13:34 
Seacrch related violations dear 
ch1214775731wdwg13:35 
Restricted or Prohibited Products 
ch1214775731wdwg13:35 
ok 

 
Savaigne13:35 
I will do patiently wait here 
ch1214775731wdwg13:35 
what to choose une search related violations 

 
Savaigne13:36 
You can choose anything that dear. 

 



Savaigne13:36 
And explain best reason why you want to submit a claim dea.r 

 
Savaigne13:36 
I will do wait here 

 
Savaigne13:37 
Hello? 

 
Savaigne13:38 
hi? 

 
Savaigne13:38 
Just to verify, may I ask if you received my messages? Hello? Have you 
received my last message? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:38 
wait i will do stay here 
ch1214775731wdwg13:38 
Can you send me the link url of the product 

 
Savaigne13:39 
Sure dear. 

 
Savaigne13:39 
Please hold on 
ch1214775731wdwg13:39 
ok 

 
Savaigne13:40 
Thanks. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:41 
waiting for the url 

 
Savaigne13:41 
https://www.aliexpress.com/snapshot/7768571651.html?orderId=75965
652749708&productId=32516463707 

 



Savaigne13:41 
That is the URL dear. 

 
Savaigne13:42 
Just to verify, may I ask if you received my messages? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:43 
what type of report should i use? 

 
Savaigne13:44 
May I ask what is the options dear? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:44 
wait 

 
Savaigne13:44 
Sure dear. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:45 
Posting under an Incorrect Product Category 
ch1214775731wdwg13:45 
Incorrect Posting of Five-Category 

 
Savaigne13:45 
I see. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:45 
Unmatched Actual and Listed Shipping Costs 

 
Savaigne13:45 
I understand. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:45 
Incorrect Category Title 

 
Savaigne13:45 
I see. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:46 
SKU Related Infringements 

 
Savaigne13:46 
I understand. 

 



Savaigne13:47 
I really do appreciate the cooperation. 

 
Savaigne13:47 
You are good. 

 
Savaigne13:48 
Hello? 

 
Savaigne13:48 
Just to verify, may I ask if you received my messages? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:49 
so which one should i use for the report 

 
Savaigne13:49 
Posting under an Incorrect Product Category 

 
Savaigne13:49 
You can choosed that dear. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:49 
ok wait 

 
Savaigne13:50 
Sure dear. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:51 
Product does not exist. Please provide the correct URL 

 
Savaigne13:51 
Oh. I see. 

 
Savaigne13:52 
May I ask if you already try to clear cache and cookies? 
ch1214775731wdwg13:52 
did that but still page not found 

 
Savaigne13:53 
I understand. 



ch1214775731wdwg13:53 
try you will see 

 
Savaigne13:53 
Yes please. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:55 
can you help me find the correct url 

 
Savaigne13:55 
Sure dear. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:55 
so i wait 

 
Savaigne13:56 
Please hold on 

 
Savaigne13:56 
https://nl.aliexpress.com/store/534156 

 
Savaigne13:56 
Please do try that is the seller store dear. 

 
Savaigne13:57 
Rest assured that I will do all the best for you. 
ch1214775731wdwg13:59 
same problems 
ch1214775731wdwg13:59 
Product does not exist. Please provide the correct URL. 

 
Savaigne13:59 
Oh. I see. 

 
Savaigne14:00 
Even though you clear cache and cookies nothing happened dear? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:00 
ok report submitted 

 



Savaigne14:00 
Great! 

 
Savaigne14:00 
I am happy for you dear. You are awesome! 
ch1214775731wdwg14:02 
you see the price i paid,,  US $223.99 a lot for a product that does not 
work... only works until the dispute if over 
ch1214775731wdwg14:04 
so what do i do now 

 
Erza14:04 
Hello,I am a service consultant Erza 
ch1214775731wdwg14:04 
Can you read the chat please 
ch1214775731wdwg14:05 
ERza, and why a new consultant? 

 
Erza14:05 
Thank you for contacting Aliexpress. My name is Erza and I am your 
service representative 
ch1214775731wdwg14:05 
Can you read the chat please 

 
Erza14:05 
Thank you for contacting Aliexpress. My name is Erza and I am your 
service representative 
ch1214775731wdwg14:05 
Can you read the chat please 
ch1214775731wdwg14:05 
i do not want to repeat again 

Our service consultant is now with you. 

 
Debby Wilson14:06 
Hello,I am a service consultant Debby Wilson 
ch1214775731wdwg14:06 
are you here and where is Savaigne 

 
Debby Wilson14:06 



Hello~ This is Debby � 
ch1214775731wdwg14:06 
where is Savaigne 
ch1214775731wdwg14:07 
are you here 

 
Debby Wilson14:07 
yes ~ 
ch1214775731wdwg14:07 
can you read the chat and assit me, please 

 
Debby Wilson14:07 
Sorry it might cost me 2-3 minutes to check the conversation history, 
would you mind holding on? :) 

 
Debby Wilson14:08 

 
ch1214775731wdwg14:08 
ok for me 

 
Debby Wilson14:08 
:) 
ch1214775731wdwg14:11 
are you done 

 
Debby Wilson14:12 
you need the correct url for reporting seller right ? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:14 
what do you mean 
ch1214775731wdwg14:15 
i have already reporting the seller.. how do i get refund now? 

 
Debby Wilson14:15 
i saw you chat with Savaigne about url to report seller 

 
Debby Wilson14:15 
Would you please give me the order number, so that I can check in the 
system for you~ 



ch1214775731wdwg14:17 
��� 75965652749708 

 
Debby Wilson14:17 
Thank you, I am checking, please note that it takes 2-3 minutes~ :) 
ch1214775731wdwg14:18 
See the price i paid,, US $223.99 a lot for a product that does not 
work... only works until the dispute if over 

 
Debby Wilson14:19 

 
 

Debby Wilson14:19 
this one right ? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:20 
correct 

 
Debby Wilson14:20 
ok 
ch1214775731wdwg14:20 
so how do i get refund 

 
Debby Wilson14:20 
Considering your situation, I would submit a complaint work order to 
push the Case Management Team to reconsider it.You will be updated 
within 2~5 days. :) 
ch1214775731wdwg14:21 
ok can i send me an email to summary what you do: 
rod_lajoie@hotmail.com  

 
Debby Wilson14:21 
ok sure 

 
Debby Wilson14:21 
do you also want to add more evidence ? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:21 
and where can i see your complaint online? 



 
Debby Wilson14:21 
if you want you can send me here 
ch1214775731wdwg14:21 
i have evidence in pdf 

 
Debby Wilson14:22 
after i submit the appeal workorder, you will receive the result by email 
or in the dispute of this order 
ch1214775731wdwg14:22 
The product is in trash long time ago. Then can i trust you that you will 
do that 

 
Debby Wilson14:22 
that is really a old order 
ch1214775731wdwg14:22 
i do not want anymore it's been since june, lots of chat with Aliexpress 
ch1214775731wdwg14:23 
and nothing happen since then 

 
Debby Wilson14:23 
i understand 

 
Debby Wilson14:23 
I need to say that I am not representing the Aliexpress now, but I am 
representing you in the platform, so let us sort it out.ok ? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:23 
i have a new watch winder in my cart, waiting to get the refund to buy 
from a better seller. 

 
Debby Wilson14:23 
ok 

 
Debby Wilson14:25 
for this order, i will appeal for you 

 
Debby Wilson14:27 



I am afraid that our chat will be ended by system if you have no 
response in 4 minutes. :) So, are you still online? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:28 
ok 

 
Debby Wilson14:28 

 
ch1214775731wdwg14:29 
so now i can close the chat as you are going to appeal for me, correct? 

 
Debby Wilson14:29 
To solve your problems at first, I marked your concern as "Very Urgent " 
to be prioritized and i got your email , i will give you the reply after i do 
this for you 
ch1214775731wdwg14:29 
ok, also after i submit the appeal workorder, you will receive the result 
by email or in the dispute of this order 

 
Debby Wilson14:30 
right 
ch1214775731wdwg14:30 
you have my email? 

 
Debby Wilson14:30 
yes 

 
Debby Wilson14:30 
rod_lajoie@hotmail.com 
ch1214775731wdwg14:30 
so i close the chat 
ch1214775731wdwg14:30 
Yes correct 

 
Debby Wilson14:30 
ok thank you 
ch1214775731wdwg14:30 
and wait for your action 

 



Debby Wilson14:31 
Take care and have a good day~ 
End Session 
Send 
 
	


